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Chapter 1 : Can a Jumbo Jet Sing the Alphabet?
Can a Jumbo Jet Sing the Alphabet? overflows with fun songs that will have your child dancing along while he or she
encounters themes such as vocabulary, shape recognition, problem solving, spatial awareness, numbers, and cultural
diversity. Included in the liner notes is an extensive teaching guide, which lists skills and concepts, vocabulary, lyrics,
suggested activities, variations, and follow-up questions for each song.

This release is the third in a comprehensive guide that creatively teaches basic skills and fundamental concepts
through music and movement. Great liner notes for teachers, too. Parent Magazine November Seasoned pro
Palmer, who helped pioneer the use of music and movement in teaching basic skills, covers all the bases.
There are songs dealing with letters, numbers, shapes, body parts, even "relating spatial concepts to basic
fractions" - not to mention learning "hello" and "goodbye" in a dazzling array of languages try Yoruba,
Macedonian, and Cantonese. Palmer gets tots moving, too, with sprightly, beautifully produced tunes such as
"The Bean Bag" and "Boogie Down and Cruise. Hap Palmer delivers another winning recording that
successfully combines music, movement, and other activities in the learning process. From the 16 short songs,
children can learn numbers and phonics, identify tools and utensils, and discern the difference between fantasy
and reality, among other concepts. Background instrumentation is effective, nicely supplementing the clear
vocals. Lyrics and suggested activities are included in the guide, as is a list of the skills and concepts
presented. Because each song deals with multiple concepts, it may be possible to use the music throughout the
school year without repeating a single concept. Adult guidance is required. The lively variety of musical styles
make the songs appealing to students in the intermediate grades as well. The movement activities are helpful
for remedial review of basic concepts while giving students a chance to get up and move, take a break from
seat work, cleanse the mind, and relax the body. Innovative original songs teach a wide range of concepts such
as identification of letters, phonics, rhyming, counting patterns, comparison of number value, and fractions,
including initial consonant sounds, blends and word endings. Some old favorites have also been included with
updated lyrics and contemporary musical treatments. A complete guide is included which contains song lyrics
and suggested ways of presenting activities to the students along with variations and follow up activities to
make learning stimulating, challenging and fun! Young children learn best by doing. These songs invite active
involvement in developing vocabulary and mastering a wealth of basic skills and concepts. The joy of moving
generates enthusiasm to learn about: The up-beat musical arrangements appeal to students in the intermediate
grades as well, making the activities beneficial for review of basic concepts. His songs enhance the
development of motor skills, language acquisition, reading readiness, and math concepts as well as nurture the
imaginative process and encourage creative problem solving. His widespread popularity in schools and
day-care centers for over twenty years, makes him a living legend within the teaching community for young
children. Teachers have used his music for more than two generations to teach letters, numbers, phonics, days
of the week, colors, shapes and more. A third generation of children are now learning with his songs and
movement innovations. His "Baby Songs" live-action music video series for young children has sold over 2
million units. Using his background in music, education, and dance, he helps teachers find innovative,
imaginative and fun ways to teach their students with enjoyable music and lyrics that children love to listen to
over and over again. With a Masters Degree in Dance Education from the University of California, Los
Angeles, and a love of music, Hap Palmer gives the world of early childhood education and young children a
lasting gift of learning that spans the generations. For more information, visit the Hap Palmer web site: Can a
Jumbo Jet Sing the Alphabet?:
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Chapter 2 : HAP PALMER - JIG ALONG SHAPES LYRICS
Some of the great fun songs include the title song "Can a Jumbo Jet Sing the Alphabet," "What Could a Bean Bag Be,"
and "The Compost Bin." His learning songs teach shapes, sound blends, and rhyming. I love "Letters in the Blender"
and "Fun with The Rhyme Time Band" as well as "Jig Along Shapes" and "Action Fraction.".

Alphabet in Motion 3. What Could You Use? Can a Jumbo Jet Sing the Alphabet? The Shapes That Surround
You 6. Jig Along Shapes 8. Take Me Out to the Ball Game 9. Letters in the Blender Boogie Down and Cruise
The Bean Bag Tug-A-Tug to Twenty Two Fun with the Rhyme Time Band Motion Memory Good-Bye
Game Good-Bye My Friends Please and Thank You, Pt. Shipping and handling The seller has not specified a
shipping method to Germany. Contact the seller- opens in a new window or tab and request shipping to your
location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Shepherdsville, Kentucky, United
States Shipping to: This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes international
tracking. Learn more- opens in a new window or tab Quantity: There are 2 items available. Please enter a
number less than or equal to 2. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. This item
does not ship to Germany Handling time Will usually ship within 1 business day of receiving cleared payment
- opens in a new window or tab. Taxes Seller charges sales tax in multiple states. Return policy After receiving
the item, contact seller within Refund will be given as Return shipping Money back Buyer pays for return
shipping Refer to eBay Return policy for more details. You are covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee if
you receive an item that is not as described in the listing.
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Chapter 3 : Hap Palmer â€“ Can A Jumbo Jet Sing The Alphabet? | losslesscom
Can A Jumbo Jet Sing The Alphabet? Songs for Learning Through Music and Movement. Young children learn best by
doing. These songs invite active involvement in developing vocabulary and mastering a wealth of skills and concepts.

There are 25 songs, including three sing-along background tracks. This revised edition features six songs that
were not included on the previous album such as two bean bag activity songs: Many of the songs would be
welcome additions at story time. Public and school libraries would be well served by this title. Booklist Hap
Palmer delivers another winning recording that successfully combines music, movement, and other activities
in the learning process. From the 16 short songs, children can learn numbers and phonics, identify tools and
utensils, and discern the difference between fantasy and reality, among other concepts. Background
instrumentation is effective, nicely supplementing the clear vocals. Lyrics and suggested activities are
included in the guide, as is a list of the skills and concepts presented. Because each song deals with multiple
concepts, it may be possible to use the music throughout the school year without repeating a single concept.
Adult guidance is required. Seasoned pro Palmer, who helped pioneer the use of music and movement in
teaching basic skills, covers all the bases. There are songs dealing with letters, numbers, shapes, body parts,
even "relating spatial concepts to basic fractions" - not to mention learning "hello" and "goodbye" in a
dazzling array of languages try Yoruba, Macedonian, and Cantonese. Included in the liner notes is an
extensive teaching guide, which lists skills and concepts, vocabulary, lyrics, suggested activities, variations,
and follow-up questions for each song. These notes are a great resource for daycare or school instructors as
well as parents, and, when implemented in moderation, can add another dimension to the listening experience.
What Could You Use? The Shapes That Surround You 6. Jig Along Shapes 8. Letters In The Blender Boogie
Down And Cruise The Bean Bag Sharing The Bean Bag The Compost Bin Motion Memory Good-Bye
Game Good-Bye My Friends
Chapter 4 : Hap Palmer | Album Discography | AllMusic
Can a Jumbo Jet Sing the Alphabet?: Songs for Learning Through Music and Movement buy CD music John Eliot
Gardiner's award-winning Bach Cantata series on Soli Deo Gloria continues with volume nine in the series featuring
cantatas for the seventeenth and eighteenth Sunday after Trinity, recorded live in October

Chapter 5 : Lyrics and Activities
Can a Jumbo Jet Sing the Alphabet? Lyrics: Can a bug weave a rug? / Can a duck drive a truck? / Can a sheep go to
sleep? / Can your little toe trace the letter 'O'? / Can a clown smile and frown?

Chapter 6 : HAP PALMER - CAN A JUMBO JET SING THE ALPHABET? LYRICS
CAN A JUMBO JET SING THE ALPHABET? is excellent for preschoolers through second-graders. \"Take Me Out to the
Ball Game\" uses baseball scores to practice number values, while \"Round the World with Ways to say Hello,\" \"Please
and Thank You,\" and \"Good-Bye My Friends\" teach phrases in French, Arabic, Korean, and Hindi.

Chapter 7 : Hap Palmer - Can a Jumbo Jet Sing the Alphabet? - Songs [New CD] | eBay
Listen to your favorite songs from Can a Jumbo Jet Sing the Alphabet? - Songs For Learning Through Music and
Movement by Hap Palmer Now. Stream ad-free with Amazon Music Unlimited on mobile, desktop, and tablet.

Chapter 8 : Can a Jumbo Jet Sing the Alphabet? Music Review
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Hap Palmer has been one of the few artists to consistently address the educational needs of preschoolers and infants
with simple songs written just for them.

Chapter 9 : Can A Jumbo Jet Sing The Alphabet?
Can A Jumbo Jet Sing The Alphabet? Hap Palmer. Hap-Pal Music, HP Ages Hap Palmer is a steady musical friend and
teacher for any young person to pal around with. This release is the third in a comprehensive guide that creatively
teaches basic skills and fundamental concepts through music and movement.
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